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Abstract

Academic libraries invest thousands of dollars in assistive technologies (AT) for enhancing the delivery of information services to disabled patrons. However, offering AT might not result in their use by the patrons who need them, thereby leading to a service divide. The analysis of qualitative responses, including over 1,400 quotations, elicited from academic library administrators and librarians in 186 public universities across the United States, reveals that academic libraries encounter 51 challenges related to the knowledge and skills of librarians, hardware and software concerns, institutional factors, finances, and external actors, when serving disabled patrons with AT. Finally, the researchers propose 15 solutions for bridging this service divide.
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Introduction

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, otherwise referred to as the ADA, requires that academic institutions in the United States (US) accommodate the special needs of disabled students once they request their institutions’ support\(^1\).\(^2\) Per the Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988, academic institutions must provide assistive technologies (AT) to disabled students who need them\(^3\). An assistive technology refers to “. . . any item, piece of equipment, software program, or product system that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of persons with disabilities”\(^4\).

Typically, multiple units in academic institutions, including disability support services, academic libraries, information technology services, and administrative offices, collectively work with external vendors to purchase AT for serving disabled students\(^5\),\(^6\),\(^7\). Although the distribution of internal responsibilities among academic units might vary\(^8\), academic institutions expect hardware and software vendors to submit Voluntary Product Accessibility Templates (VPATs), which explain how their products comply with federal regulations and technical standards, particularly the ADA, Sections 504 and 508 of the Rehabilitation Act, and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines\(^9\). These compliance documents also help academic institutions ensure that the advertised features of AT meet the information needs of disabled students.

Disabled students primarily use AT to access and use information from print and electronic resources when completing academic tasks and learning\(^10\),\(^11\). Hence, academic libraries, the research setting for this study, serve as the most common service delivery touchpoint for AT\(^12\),\(^13\). Academic libraries invest thousands of dollars from their budgets in AT for serving disabled patrons, who represent 19% of undergraduate students and 12% of graduate students in the US\(^14\).
However, investing in AT might not automatically create benefits for disabled patrons. Past studies make several suggestions for academic libraries to better serve disabled patrons, with some articles noting that academic libraries are unable to adequately meet those patrons’ needs. After reviewing the accessibility of websites and AT offered by 33 academic libraries, Power and LeBeau found that only five academic libraries were meeting the information needs of disabled patrons. Mulliken and Atkins complained, “Many individuals with severe cognitive disabilities . . . do not receive adequate accommodations to promote success. Limited access to communication technologies, trained staffing, or other basic supports are common” (p. 276).” Hernon and Calvert discussed instances when academic libraries do not adequately serve their disabled patrons, and hence, proposed novel initiatives for academic libraries to improve their services to disabled patrons. Miller-Gatenby and Chittenden identified bibliographic instruction, the accessibility of Web pages, and staff training, as the three domains of information service which academic libraries must improve for best helping disabled patrons utilize assistive technologies. Brannen et al. noted: “The recent Americans with Disabilities Act 25th anniversary has renewed efforts in awareness of serving people with disabilities, reminding libraries that there is always room for improvement of their services within ongoing initiatives” (p. 61).” Carter recommends that academic libraries provide various training opportunities to their staff, including attitudinal awareness, learning about assistive technologies, and delivering services. Such training opportunities can help academic librarians bridge the service divide. The service divide is defined as the inability of a service provider to meet the needs of its consumers. A recent EDUCAUSE survey revealed that 47% of disabled students enrolled in colleges and universities across the US perceive that their institutions provide poor, or zero, support in the form of AT.
The goal of this study is to analyze the service divide in academic libraries. Hence, this research inquiry studies the following question: What are the organizational challenges academic libraries encounter when offering information services to patrons with disabilities via AT? The researchers analyze the problem of service divide in academic libraries from an inward-looking, service-provider perspective, since past research finds that organizational context is the primary influence in patrons’ use of technology for meeting their needs. The researchers argue that academic libraries should identify, analyze, and address their internal challenges to potentially reconcile this service divide in the future.

**Theoretical Lens**

The service-dominant logic grounded in the marketing and information systems literature focuses on services provided by organizations. Per service-dominant logic, a service refers to the process of leveraging resources exchanged among multiple actors to create tangible and intangible benefits for one or more actors. For instance, the process of serving disabled patrons might involve purchasing AT from vendors, installing those tools in academic libraries, and offering support and guidance to disabled patrons when using AT. This process might require the exchange of various resources: academic institutions invest in AT; academic libraries allocate space for the technologies; and library staff acquire new knowledge and skills for supporting disabled patrons’ use of AT.

Resources are defined as “anything an actor can draw on for support”, including tangible goods (e.g., technology) and intangible resources (e.g., skills). Resources play a key role in enabling organizations like academic libraries to serve disabled patrons. Organizations need knowledge, technological, and institutional resources to offer any type of service. Knowledge resources include skills and competencies, as well as awareness of service providers’ and
customers’ practices and needs. Technological resources include information and communication technologies, such as the AT considered in this study. Institutional resources include legal policies, organizational culture and norms, and operational procedures. In this study, institutions refer to academic libraries and other campus stakeholders.

Resources dynamically interact with each other through social exchanges to benefit patrons and other stakeholders\textsuperscript{35}. For instance, in order to serve disabled patrons using AT – a technological resource – staff members, who are institutional resources, would need knowledge-based resources. Staff members would require updated knowledge and skills to keep up with the changing needs of their patrons amidst the dynamic landscape of AT. The coordinated integration of resources that stems from institutional policies and procedures creates mutual value for stakeholders and establishes service ecosystems\textsuperscript{36}. Interacting resources bond actors together in a network and promote value creation\textsuperscript{37}. The inability of service providers to orchestrate interactions among resources reinforces the service divide\textsuperscript{38}.

**Literature Review**

Past studies focus on a range of factors influencing the service divide in academic libraries. Sample factors include innovative ideas\textsuperscript{39}, multiple facets of an innovation strategy\textsuperscript{40}, patrons’ demographic and psychological features\textsuperscript{41}, and emerging technologies used by academic libraries\textsuperscript{42}, in addition to leadership, organizational size and complexity, and environmental factors\textsuperscript{43}. Thus, factors influencing the implementation of AT by academic libraries are not limited to assistive technologies, per se, but they also include organizational and political issues. Most of these studies, however, treat academic libraries as standalone units, which does not consider the reality that libraries belong to larger institutions.
Most research on the service divide in libraries approaches this topic from the user’s point of view. For instance, Scupola and Nicolajsen\textsuperscript{44} provide a rationale for involving customers in developing novel services and products in organizations. Drawing upon multidisciplinary literature, they articulate the role of patrons as co-creators and users. Each of the studies they cite advises libraries to “look outside” when seeking input from patrons, improving existing methods of consumer engagement, and designing new services or improving existing ones. In contrast, this study asks libraries to “look inside” to identify, analyze, and address the challenges associated with serving patrons. This current approach resembles the “look internally” strategy suggested by Islam, Agarwal, and Ikeda\textsuperscript{45}, which involves analyzing the constraints faced by libraries and reconciling those challenges with novel ideas for managing the service divide.

Past research on technology-enabled services in academic libraries analyzes the delivery of services and associated networks\textsuperscript{46}. This study traces the challenges experienced by academic libraries when planning, investing in, deploying, and maintaining AT, for offering information services.

Yeh and Walter\textsuperscript{47} propose personnel and financial resources, user participation, partnerships with other libraries, and partnerships with vendors and commercial entities, as four essential resources for proactively avoiding service divide in academic libraries. The present empirical research advances this body of knowledge by identifying 51 unique challenges to serving disabled patrons using AT, which can be addressed by managing the dynamic interactions among five key resources.

Academic libraries encounter various challenges when trying to provide disabled patrons with AT: limited funding for AT, lack of awareness of disabled patrons’ needs, and the inaccessibility of some electronic resources.
First, securing funding for AT, especially for maintaining and upgrading hardware and software, has long been of concern to academic libraries. Most academic libraries depend solely on their limited funds, with a select number of libraries receiving funds from disability support services and other institutional sources (e.g., competitive grants, students’ fees for computing technologies).

Second, selecting AT may prove challenging for academic libraries. Selecting AT requires awareness of the hardware and software tools that disabled patrons need. Awareness of disabled patrons’ needs may be problematic because the population is diverse (e.g., visual impairments, hearing loss, learning disabilities, mobility impairments). Compounding their lack of awareness of disabled patrons’ needs, academic librarians who do not communicate with disability support services may select inappropriate AT.

Finally, the accessibility of electronic resources (e.g., library databases, PDFs, Web pages) can impede academic librarians’ provision of AT to disabled patrons. Collections stored in some library databases cannot be retrieved via AT (e.g., screen-reading software), rendering the resources in those databases useless to patrons needing assistance. Similar to some collections, inaccessible documents (e.g., PDFs) and Web pages (e.g., LibGuides) published by faculty and staff members cannot be interpreted by AT.

Methodology

In 2018, the researchers reached out to administrators of academic libraries belonging to 186 public universities, which are among the top-200 academic institutions listed in the U.S. News & World Report’s publication, “2018 Best National Universities.” For each public university, the researchers identified and recorded email addresses of the academic library’s dean, director, or head university librarian. To locate this contact information, one of the researchers visited the
websites belonging to the academic libraries in these universities and identified 321 librarians responsible for offering information services to disabled patrons, including staff members who had job titles such as access services librarian, AT consultant, and information services and instruction librarian. The researchers emailed their online qualitative survey, developed using Qualtrics, to 507 individuals. This paper reports findings based on the survey questions presented in the Appendix. Two weeks later, the researchers followed up with a gentle reminder to potential respondents. They received 50 and 22 complete responses from the administrators and librarians, respectively, with a cumulative response rate of 14.2%.

An anonymous survey was employed to make library administrators more comfortable when reporting ineffective and inefficient practices undertaken in their libraries and academic institutions. For instance, most respondents blamed other units on campus for the inability of their academic libraries to serve disabled patrons using assistive technologies. To elicit the most candid feedback, the researchers did not ask respondents to report their institutional affiliations. An online survey is also a cost-effective method for researchers to collect qualitative data.71,72

To design their survey, the researchers adopted a systems analysis and design approach, which proposes that planning, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance and support, are the five broad stages of serving patrons via technologies.73 Typically, challenges encountered during each of these five stages many adversely affect the delivery of information services to disabled patrons using AT in academic libraries. Hence, we asked respondents to address the challenges encountered when:

(1) realizing needs for AT,

(2) seeking funds for AT,

(3) searching for appropriate AT in the market,
(4) evaluating choices of AT available in the market,
(5) negotiating agreements with AT manufacturers and suppliers,
(6) crafting agreements with vendors,
(7) training library staff,
(8) designing policies for using AT, and
(9) deploying AT in academic libraries (e.g., maintaining AT, providing access to AT, helping patrons use AT, helping patrons optimally benefit from using AT)

This survey ascertained the positions of administrators and librarians by affirming respondents’ job titles. The researchers also made sure to ask respondents if their libraries offer assistive technologies.

**Data Analysis**

The researchers used a combination of qualitative data analysis techniques to make sense of the corpus of data, which led to three rounds of data analysis. To analyze the challenges encountered, in the first round, they performed a line-by-line analysis of responses to develop hundreds of codes. They tabularized these codes with their interpretations of what respondents meant. One author’s extensive expertise in planning, implementing, and maintaining technology solutions in academic institutions helped him better understand respondents’ perspectives and any technical jargon used. Another author, who is profoundly deaf, relies on and uses AT for learning and teaching. His experience as a disabled patron of academic libraries at multiple academic institutions contributed to the interpretation of qualitative responses. The inter-coder agreement for coding, which lasted for four months, was over 90%. The researchers made sure that codes with the same or similar meanings were grouped.
In the second round, the researchers sorted and synthesized codes by examining them for patterns and relationships, and they also merged overlapping themes. During the third round of data analysis, the researchers engaged in constant comparison. By reading codes multiple times and comparing themes, they kept their biases in check. After crystallizing the themes into five broad clusters, the researchers discovered that the inability of academic libraries to manage resources related to Knowledge & Skills, Hardware & Software, Institution, Finance, and External Actors, contributes to the service divide.

**Findings and Discussion**

Survey respondents reported that, as of 2018, their academic libraries had fiscal budgets of greater than one million dollars. All respondents reported that their academic libraries belong to campus-wide systems where information technology services, disability support services, and university administrators, among other units, collaborate to provide information services to disabled patrons. In each university, this combination of partners is likely to be unique. Thus, academic libraries are not standalone organizations; instead, they are part of a “technical service system.” This finding confirms past research on services offered by academic libraries, which found that services cannot be deployed by academic libraries in isolation\(^75\). As stakeholders within an institution collaborate to deliver services to patrons, they experience conflicts and tensions\(^76\), thereby reducing the quality of their service.

A majority of the 51 unique challenges reported by library administrators and librarians seem to be complaints about their partners in the technical service system. To retain the anonymity of administrators and librarians, the researchers did not ask respondents to disclose their institutional affiliations.
Knowledge & Skills

Limited knowledge about disabled patrons’ needs is one of the major drawbacks faced by most of the academic libraries in this study (See Table 1). One survey respondent, a head of research, teaching, and services, stated: “We don’t have any direct interaction with the students and rely on others to refer or promote our services.” Several administrators in this study criticized disability support services for sometimes neglecting to communicate the needs of students with documented impairments. Lack of access to disabled patrons’ needs makes it challenging for academic libraries to provide tailored information services to them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Challenges Related to Knowledge &amp; Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open Codes from Round 1</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Sample Direct Quotations of Challenges Reported by Respondents)</td>
<td><strong>Themes from Round 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Students register with the Disability Service Center (as a result, academic libraries are not always aware of student needs); Needs aren’t always expressed to us; Lack of mechanism to know “that a person is facing a barrier and needs help”</td>
<td>Lack of knowledge about the needs of disabled students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Different students use different technologies (sometimes for the same purpose); Many students have their technology so hearing needs from our student services doesn’t always help</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Knowing that we have AT; Knowing we have the software they (patrons) need; Lack of in-house knowledge to maintain AT; Hard to keep the</td>
<td>Lack of knowledge, skills, guidance, and experience related to AT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowledge up to date as we use the software rarely;

How to use AT? Where to look for help? Knowing how to access assistance; Not aware of all the possible sources of funding available; Knowledge of where the needed software, services, and facilities are; Few have the needed knowledge to design policies; Lack of awareness of invisible disabilities; Lack of expertise to train staff; Not always able to identify a product that meets the need of a specific patron as well as we would like; No idea what to buy that will meet the broadest set of needs; Evaluating AT (How do we judge? What parameters do we use?); Inability to evaluate vendors

4. Locating information about AT; Locating AT in the building

5. Only if we can demonstrate compliance or real need; If usage is expected to be low, funding can be an issue

| 6. The learning curve for unfamiliar (but similar) devices | The attribute of knowledge and skills |

Some administrators in this study did not have staff with appropriate knowledge of AT or related software; they also did not know how to acquire AT or where to locate training opportunities. Additionally, they were generally unaware of policies governing the provision and use of AT, among other concerns. Many administrators reported that some librarians lack awareness of subsidies available for purchasing AT, sources of internal and external funding,
types and locations of technologies provided by their institutions, and policies governing the provision and use of AT.

Librarians are increasingly expected to master technology\(^{77,78}\). However, some administrators in this study reported that staff members in their libraries do not have or receive appropriate training for using or supporting AT. Due to a lack of time and money, librarians in this study are often unable to obtain proper training for professional development. In some cases, the learning curve discourages librarians in this study from attending informative training sessions. Similarly, based on her interviews with librarians at eight academic institutions in Montana, Samson\(^{79}\) found that librarians lack the skills and knowledge necessary to meet the information needs of patrons with disabilities. Several librarians in this study confirmed the challenges shared by administrators.

**Hardware & Software**

Most respondents in this study admitted to not meeting the needs of their disabled patrons. Some respondents shared the complaints filed by disabled patrons, which reflected those patrons’ dissatisfaction with the service. The inability of academic libraries to sustain the AT maintenance process (e.g., infrequent updates), and the provision of AT that lack desired features, make it challenging for respondents to meet users’ needs (See Table 2). Incongruence between the features of AT and patrons’ needs, a lack of interoperability among AT and existing library software and hardware, the inconsistent performance of technologies, and non-compliant databases, impede a library’s ability to meet disabled patrons’ technology needs. A librarian complained: “Many more students on our campus have learning or psychological disabilities than physical disabilities. Yet most of our offerings are geared towards mobility, visual, or auditory [impairments].”
Samson reports that not all academic libraries mandate the selection of materials in alternative formats, including accessible PDF documents and captioned videos. Although the tools are available, unfavorable user interfaces, as well as software that requires customized configurations for diverse users, further discourages patrons’ use of AT in respondents’ libraries. Also, assistive technologies that are not intuitive or user-friendly may be unused by patrons with disabilities.

### TABLE 2
**Challenges Related to Hardware & Software**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Codes from Round 1</th>
<th>Themes from Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Sample Direct Quotations of Challenges Reported by Respondents)</strong></td>
<td>Issues related to operations and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Keeping it running is a chore–computers age fast; Obsolescence of equipment and need to upgrade software versions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Routine maintenance with respect to staff turnover (institutional knowledge goes away as experienced librarians quit the job)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Getting people to use the equipment and report when it fails</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Whenever they re-image the student work stations the assistive technologies software will usually become deactivated or completely disappear; Compatibility with existing hardware; External resources (such as certain subscription databases) that are not compliant with the technologies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Adjustable desks break far too often</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Technologies that are not intuitive or user-friendly; Intuitively being able to operate them since we do not have a trainer assigned to these technologies; Librarians complained it took too</td>
<td>Attributes of AT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
long with screen reader and zoom text; they got dizzy;

Frustration with using library catalog/online library resources
with screen reader

13. Using software that requires individualized configuration (like speech to text)

Patrons with similar impairments may have variable needs, which would require different AT\(^1\). Thus, the “one-size-fits-all” approach does not work in this case. A range of AT solutions (e.g., screen-reading software, magnification tools) are available for patrons with similar impairments\(^2\). Academic libraries need to consult patrons with similar impairments to understand their actual needs instead of investing in AT based on misguided assumptions.

Patrons can help develop user-centric, technology-based services in libraries. For instance, they can disclose their technical needs or participate in technology solution trials. Survey respondents cited numerous hurdles to meeting users’ needs, such as the unavailability of needed AT, as well as limited involvement of students with disabilities (e.g., FERPA, low interest among students, lack of recruiting), who could help in trials prior to procuring AT. Disabled students’ evolving needs can also leave libraries unaware of the AT that can best serve their users. The technological landscape is rapidly evolving, making it increasingly difficult for libraries to know which AT their patrons might prefer. According to the survey respondents, after making appropriate financial arrangements, sometimes the most beneficial and desired tools are no longer available for purchase. At the same time, too many choices can also confuse or delay the process of acquiring appropriate AT.
Institutional challenges

Around 40% of the challenges reported by respondents were associated with institutional factors, including bureaucracy, organizational culture, policies, authority, human resource management, space, and marketing and outreach (See Table 3). Cui and Jiao advocate for developing an organizational culture conducive to implementing innovations. However, this study shows that several challenges are posed by the bureaucracies in the academic institutions at large: the selection of AT, the presence of institutional policies, and a lack of human resource management. For instance, because respondents attempting to purchase AT invest a considerable amount of time completing paperwork to receive approval from university administrators, the procurement process is typically tedious and drawn out. The inability of university administrators to evaluate AT is another reason for this delay. Survey respondents reported that funding approval for purchasing AT in public universities with multiple campuses is so time-consuming that by the time the purchase request is approved, AT with more advanced features may already be on the market. As a result, the technical service system ends up investing in obsolete AT, which may not be ideal for disabled patrons. A manager of AT facilities in a library complained about “not being able to provide all technologies requested.” This respondent’s library “hoped to provide chair chargers, but because of liability issues, [was] unable to.” Patrons’ dissatisfaction with, and underutilization of, AT could reinforce the divide in information services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Codes from Round 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sample Direct Quotations of Challenges Reported by Respondents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themes from Round 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
21. Getting user input and feedback is a challenge to making policies.

22. An eligible list is provided to the library staff by our office, and students sign the key out (students who are NOT in the list cannot access AT); Securing a time to use the facility; The technologies are kept in a private area that is only accessible to students given the lock codes by the Student Disabilities Resources Center; AT not available throughout the day; Keeping the keys in circulation (students like to keep them overnight)

23. Writing policies that are all-inclusive yet realistic; Decisions over whether the public can use these resources or just our students/faculty/staff; Concerns about equity vs. specific exceptions and accommodations

24. Changes to routine and policy, having to establish new procedures for infrequent requests

25. Generally, we can find funds for things that meet needs, but it is difficult to find the line between our responsibility as a library and the individual’s responsibility to provide their own tech; Many students come with their technologies and the library isn’t well equipped for more occasional requests

26. Without a disabled person on staff, hard to determine the needs of disabled patrons and create benefits for them through AT

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human resource management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
27. Finding someone knowledgeable enough to help them (patrons) with whatever they need; Adequate staffing levels may not always be optimal for staff to leave the desk to go to assistive technology workstation; Limited staff available to train others; Staffing to keep up with alt text re-formatting

28. Lack of staff time to do extensive research for specific technologies; Training staff with vendors first also would have to be scheduled in an understaffed library; Managing time to coordinate uniform training; Difficult to get training for all staff on any technology despite being open for long hours

29. No designated “go-to” staff person; Not having an expert in the technology on staff has been the biggest challenge for maintaining AT

30. Coordinating training with sufficient frequency so that staff skills remain sharp and to cover staffing turnover; Staff training is often left behind other training needs

31. Staff forget what they learned because they don’t get to use it often enough; Some of the equipment we have gets used very seldom and it is difficult for staff to remember how specific programs work

32. Not wanting to learn another technology; Willingness of staff to attend AT training sessions; Not all our line-staff are comfortable working with patrons with disabilities; Anxiety of
using AT; Sometimes librarians cannot accept that invisible disabilities exist; Resistance to change

| 33. Finding the right space/location that accommodates the technology; Location of technologies is a challenge for providing access to AT |
| Library space and facilities |

| 34. Building or room configuration would have to change to accommodate the machinery and its users; Students with learning disabilities can’t use the tables in the middle of a busy room! |
|  |

| 35. Parts of our building are not ADA accessible; Our parking situation is also a significant barrier for accessing AT; Overcoming the authentication steps |
|  |

| 36. Getting the word out about what is available; How do we reach all of them - not just those registered with disability services |
| Marketing and outreach |

Library administrators complained about not having the authority to deal directly with vendors. Sometimes they are not even involved in negotiating contracts and feel cornered into honoring the unfair terms and conditions to which university administrators have already agreed. Most survey respondents do not have or seldom follow policies guiding the use of AT. Some of them are forced to adhere to “outdated policies,” which are not beneficial for addressing issues related to using AT. According to respondents, policies governing AT sometimes deprived students of timely access to the tools. Tedious authentication processes, policies for reserving AT and associated space, and lack of timely access to locks, codes, or keys for using AT make it difficult for patrons with disabilities to conveniently use them. An instructional technology
librarian shed light on this problem: “We want our policies to be as inclusive as possible, but also want to make sure that folks with disabilities have first priority on equipment.” Further, this respondent shared the difficulty in “find[ing] a balance between completely unmediated access and keeping everything behind a locked door.” As a result, library administrators report circumventing their policies in favor of satisfying patrons’ needs. While taking a patron-centric approach is laudable, the lack of policy enforcement can lead to the mismanagement of AT, widening the divide in information services. A growing number of students bring their own devices to use information services. However, this “bring your own device” practice worsens the service divide, especially when librarians fail to provide the AT that patrons would prefer.

After examining the determinants of service divide in academic libraries, Yeh and Walter found that incorporating innovation into the established, and often conservative, culture of academic libraries can prove challenging. This study found that many libraries do not have a culture that is conducive to serving patrons using AT. For instance, the lack of commitment to fully serving disabled patrons, as well as limited or nonexistent outreach to students with vulnerabilities, paint a negative portrait of libraries. An information services and instruction librarian explains the nature of disinterest among libraries for serving disabled patrons:

“[H]ad to argue for months to get the bathrooms redone during a massive remodel. They said it was too expensive. Threatened [sic] to report them to the government – it was over a 20% remodel and legally required to update the code. They BARELY are compliant after they remodeled them. Seems like nobody gave a damn about making [the bathrooms] functional. Our student worker in a chair had to go to a different building to use the restroom for goodness sakes.”
As per the survey respondents, physical obstacles further expand the service divide, including insufficient space for housing AT in academic libraries, poorly designed room configurations for ensuring patrons’ privacy, and portions of the physical library structure that are noncompliant with the Rehabilitation Act or ADA. Understaffed libraries, limited time for helping patrons use AT, too few staff members dedicated to serving patrons with assistive technologies, and a lack of training pertinent to AT, represent some of the institutional challenges faced by librarians in this study. Bieraugel\textsuperscript{85} reports that psychological factors, such as librarians’ fear of failure and reluctance to take risks when providing new technologies, can negatively impact the implementation of AT. None of the administrators in this study reported these challenges, but librarians did. As indicated by the responses, librarians exhibit certain psychological barriers. Some of them lack interest in serving patrons using AT, do not want to learn how to use new technology, are not comfortable working with patrons with disabilities, are unwilling to attend training sessions, or cannot accept that invisible disabilities exist. These impediments widen the service divide.

Most administrators in this study, having no direct interaction with students, rely on other campus units to promote the AT offered by their libraries. As a result, they claim that patrons are often oblivious to what is offered by libraries, or do not perceive libraries as a place to use AT. Guder\textsuperscript{86}, an Americans with Disabilities Act specialist at an academic library in the Midwest, warns that if prospective students are not aware of the AT available at an academic institution, they may attend a different one.

**Financial challenges**

Most academic libraries fund AT through their operating or technology budgets\textsuperscript{87}. Over half of them receive financial support from their institutions’ disability support services and other
campus units. Financial constraints seem to be one of the most frequently reported challenges to undertaking any new initiatives in libraries\cite{footnote88}. Information services delivered via AT are not an exception. Respondents in this study describe how budget cuts, competing institutional priorities, lack of budgets dedicated to AT, and reliance on technology fees collected from students, make it difficult to serve disabled patrons (See Table 4). A panel of 12 assistive technologists, disability service providers, and academic librarians confirm that budgetary constraints can prevent the technical service system from purchasing AT\cite{footnote89}. As shared by respondents in this study, a lack of funding or external grants reinforces the problem. Also, exorbitant licensing fees for AT can further burden their libraries financially. In terms of the impact of AT, a low return on investment can make it difficult for some respondents’ libraries to seek additional funds from administrators in their universities.

| TABLE 4  
Financial Challenges |
|-------------------------|
| **Open Codes from Round 1**  
(Sample Direct Quotations of Challenges Reported by Respondents) | **Themes from Round 2** |
| 37. We had a 20% budget cut last year; Budgetary climate sucks; Purchasing restrictions; There is no budget line for tech, nearly all our funding is grant-based | Budget |
| 38. Has to come out of existing technology budgets; Constituencies or donors earmarking money for other items or collection growth instead; Money is an issue, especially with large building upgrades (like installing automatic doors and ramps) | |

39. License fees for some software may limit offering technology over a network in more of a universal design approach; Obtaining sufficient licensing permissions at a reasonable price-point

40. Training in some technologies is extremely expensive

41. The spectrum of possible disabilities far outstrips the library’s resources to make accommodations for all; Lack of funding to pay someone else to do it; No external funding sources or support from the university

42. Who pays for AT? Campus IT provides a basic deployment of AT, which is audited at the library level about once per year. So, negotiating exactly who pays for a purchase invites additional overhead costs in the form of time spent

43. Financial assistance might have been available through grants

44. Low impact for high cost; Unit costs are usually not justifiable with respect to use demand

| Expenses | Funding & grants | Low return on investment |

One of the drawbacks of being part of a technical service system is that it may be unclear who pays for AT. Gashurov and Kendrick\(^90\) found that few on-campus units at the City University of New York, Cornell University, and Columbia University were willing to share personnel and financial resources related to AT. Administrators in this study were sometimes caught off guard when charged for expensive AT or associated fees. They further complain that
negotiating who exactly pays for AT invites additional overhead costs in the form of time spent, which deters the negotiation among units of the technical service system.

**External Actors**

Survey respondents indicated that false claims made by vendors, incorrect Voluntary Product Accessibility Templates (i.e., self-disclosing documents produced by vendors evaluating the compliance of AT with federal regulations), disagreements with vendors, poor quality of AT supplied by vendors, and discrepancies in the information provided by sales representatives versus the actual performance of AT, are some of the major hurdles when investing in AT (See Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5</th>
<th>Challenges Related to External Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open Codes from Round 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Themes from Round 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(Sample Direct Quotations of Challenges Reported by Respondents)</em></td>
<td>Vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Some vendors claim the product is accessible when it is not; Vendors are writing them (contract and agreements) when they have no idea what they are doing! VPATs do not always seem to be correct; Sales reps sometimes make promises that the tech doesn’t meet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Finding accessible materials (journals, video, etc.) to purchase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Inability to test products before committing to purchase them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Reluctance to agree to accessibility language in a license; Some vendors claim that accessibility is out of their control; Vendor pushback on making interfaces accessible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
49. Consultants: Getting help from people who know the technology; Technical support for selected products

50. Professional Network: Attending the CSUN Conference helps with cutting edge hard/software

51. Compliance: Need to abide by state laws, so we always have to change something

The external pressure to comply with ever-changing legal regulations further accentuates the need for academic libraries to seek guidance from external actors. Hence, it becomes essential that libraries make vendors of electronic resources (e.g., databases, e-books, and videos) aware of their need for accessible resources. Also, libraries should ensure that the electronic resources provided are fully accessible via AT. However, as per the survey respondents, a lack of timely access to technology consultants, libraries in peer institutions, and online and print support materials, place administrators at a disadvantage when dealing with vendors.

**Interpreting the Challenges**

It is important to note that the five types of challenges identified in this current study are not based on the statistics of disabled patrons’ use of AT in academic libraries. Survey respondents relied on their memory when sharing their experiences, opinions, and perceptions of the service divide in their libraries. The five types of challenges show that the barriers to serving the disabled patrons are not just limited to features of AT, but they also include other contextual factors such as organizational and political issues. For instance, the largest number of challenges (i.e., around 40%) are associated with the institution, including organizational policies, culture and norms, and procedures employed by academic libraries and other academic units with whom
they partner to serve disabled patrons. Competencies of librarians and library administrators were perceived as barriers to implementing AT by the administrators and librarians, respectively. This fact suggests the lack of sufficient dialogue on expectations, outcomes, or capabilities of administrators and librarians when serving disabled patrons. Federal regulations and institutional rules guide the interactions of academic libraries with external actors, and they affect the service offered to disabled patrons using AT. For instance, ADA and related regulations, VPATs, and contracts negotiated with vendors, determine the degree to which academic libraries are able to meet the needs of disabled patrons using AT.

The dominant role of contextual factors in influencing the ability of academic libraries to serve disabled patrons using AT justifies the researchers’ inward-looking, service-provider perspective. Further, it bolsters the argument presented in this paper that academic libraries cannot bridge the service divide unless they identify, analyze, and address the organizational challenges. However, several institutional challenges identified by the respondents are partially beyond the control of libraries since these challenges are associated with, and perhaps caused by, other academic units on campus.

**Implications**

The fundamental rule in any service industry is to provide customers with the service they need. However, the ADA and other policies, such as VPATs, require academic libraries to maintain a certain quality of service when providing AT to disabled patrons. The challenges revealed in this study make it evident that the libraries represented are unable to fully meet their patrons’ needs.

The challenges reported by respondents affect practice in several ways. For instance, if students with disabilities cannot be contacted, academic libraries are unable to fully understand their needs and serve them effectively using AT. Several librarians in this study are dissatisfied
with the limited and obsolete features of assistive technologies installed in their libraries, which adversely affect the quality of service offered to disabled students. Policies and directives guiding the provision of AT makes it difficult for librarians to deal with the host of issues encountered when serving disabled patrons. Also, hardware and software installed in library spaces deemed inaccessible to disabled patrons present barriers to their use. As a result, survey respondents report students’ growing dissatisfaction with academic libraries’ inability to meet disabled patrons’ needs.

Resources cannot be used in isolation. To benefit patrons, service providers should be able to manage the dynamic interactions among resources. The 51 challenges confirm the inability of technical service system partners to manage the dynamic interactions among the five key resources, which is essential to offering information services to disabled patrons via AT. We propose 15 solutions that libraries might find useful for addressing some of the challenges (Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Solutions for academic libraries to bridge the service divide</th>
<th>Types of challenges that can be addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | Academic libraries can proactively build, and periodically update, in-house databases that contain (a) contact details of students with disabilities and their needs, (b) AT and related services available across campus, and (c) contact details of employees across campus who possess expertise in serving patrons with disabilities using AT. Libraries need to regularly gather and share this information with concerned stakeholders in their institutions. | • Knowledge & Skills  
• Institutional  
• Financial |
| 2 | Support the professional development of librarians. Library administrators need to encourage librarians to learn new skills, including grant writing and negotiation, and provide their librarians with opportunities to receive training. Librarians can learn these skills online or by attending workshops and seminars, either held on campus or at conferences. | • Knowledge & Skills  
• Institutional |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Develop and regularly update self-paced training modules and materials for librarians to learn about different aspects of serving patrons with disabilities using AT. These training modules should always be available and accessible via different modes (e.g., mobile devices) so librarians can complete them at times (e.g., on weekends) and in locations most convenient to them.</th>
<th>Knowledge &amp; Skills</th>
<th>Institutional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Provide formal communication channels (e.g., documents on SharePoint, library websites, blogs, wikis) to employees for sharing expertise and ideas for better serving patrons with disabilities. Employees can document and share their best practices for serving patrons with disabilities using AT.</td>
<td>Knowledge &amp; Skills</td>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Design and update necessary procedures for routinely maintaining AT.</td>
<td>Hardware &amp; Software</td>
<td>Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Attempt to join institutional teams responsible for procuring AT from vendors.</td>
<td>Hardware &amp; Software</td>
<td>External Actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Identify bureaucratic bottlenecks that exist within institutions in order to mitigate potential pushback from higher authorities when purchasing and deploying AT so that future delays can be minimized or avoided.</td>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Establish the following strategic priorities:  - Enhance the type, level, and quality of service to patrons with disabilities  - Commit to hiring a disabled library staff member  - Better equip staff (e.g., policy design, training opportunities) to deal with any issues that might arise when serving patrons with disabilities</td>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continue making spaces within libraries ADA-compliant so that patrons with disabilities can more easily navigate them and use AT as needed.</td>
<td>• Institutional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Offer cultural sensitivity training and publish related materials for librarians so that they best understand their responsibility to serve all patrons, regardless of disability.</td>
<td>• Institutional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Design comprehensive, inclusive policies for addressing operational issues that may arise when providing AT to patrons with disabilities.</td>
<td>• Institutional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 12 | Actively promote AT and related information services so that students and other patrons know they are available. | • Institutional  
• Financial  
• External Actors |
| 13 | Implement a physical suggestion box, in addition to an electronic form on the library’s website, so that patrons can anonymously provide feedback on their experiences and make suggestions for improving the quality of service delivered via AT. | • Knowledge & Skills  
• Hardware & Software  
• Institutional |
| 14 | Explore innovative partnerships with both on-campus and external stakeholders for the purposes of (a) sharing one-time and recurring costs of providing AT to patrons with disabilities, (b) training employees, (c) troubleshooting problems with AT, (d) ensuring compliance with legal mandates, and (e) scanning the environment for ideas and practices related to serving patrons with disabilities. | • Knowledge & Skills  
• Institutional  
• Financial  
• External Actors |
| 15 | Establish and use key performance indicators for measuring the return on investment in AT. Sample indicators may include the number of patrons served, the number of AT checked out, and the number of hours AT are used, among others. | • Institutional  
• Financial |

Several responses (see Table 3 on Institutional Challenges, Table 4 on Financial Challenges above) suggest that the service divide reported by respondents in this study might not be limited to AT alone, partly because institutional factors (e.g., politics, limited professional
development, insufficient institutional support, and lack of collaboration) can lead to a divide when serving patrons using any technology. Solutions proposed for bridging the service divide can also help academic libraries better serve patrons using technologies beyond AT, since 13 out of 15 solutions are related to addressing the institutional challenges (see Table 6) that lead to the service divide. While the institutional challenges are indeed numerous, formidable, and partially beyond academic libraries’ control, we believe that by adopting our proposed solutions for addressing these barriers, academic libraries can best serve disabled patrons.

**Conclusion, Limitations, & Future Research**

Addressing our research question, academic libraries encounter numerous barriers when delivering information services to disabled patrons (See Findings). This study confirms that simply offering assistive technologies does not always translate into their use. Findings based on the service-provider perspective can guide academic libraries in planning and implementing more patron-centric services. Our proposed solutions can help facilitate optimal engagement among multiple institutional stakeholders.

Due to the limited resources available for this research, the researchers narrowed the scope of this study to academic libraries in the U.S. News & World Report’s top-200 universities. This study also did not ask for specific dollar amounts invested by academic libraries in AT. Since this study focuses on the service-provider perspective, it does not define the “use of AT” from the user’s perspective.

In the future, the degree to which the 51 challenges affect the service offered to patrons using AT can be compared across diverse academic libraries that differ in terms of their budgets, staffing, and the number of disabled patrons enrolled in their institutions. This comparison would be useful in developing more tailored guidance for academic libraries.
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Appendix. Abridged Survey Instrument

1. Please select the type of your library.
   a. Academic
   b. Public
   c. School
   d. Special
   e. Other: __________

2. What is the operating budget of your library in this fiscal year?
   a. less than $25,000
   b. $25,000 – $50,000
   c. $50,001 – $100,000
   d. $100,001 – $200,000
   e. $200,001 – $500,000
   f. $500,001 – $1 million
   g. Greater than $1 million

3. What is your job title? ______________

4. Are you one of the administrators in your library?
   a. Yes
   b. No
c. Other: ________________________

5. Does your library have any assistive technologies?
   a. Yes
   b. No
   c. Don’t know
   d. Other: ______________

6. What is the typical duration of finalizing a specific assistive technology in your library?
   __________________________________________

7. Can you identify all possible challenges, barriers, and issues your library faced when . . .?
   a. Realizing the need to have assistive technologies in libraries: _____________
   b. Seeking funds for purchasing assistive technologies: ____________
   c. Searching for assistive technologies in the marketplace: ______________
   d. Evaluating various choices available in the marketplace: _________
   e. Negotiating with vendors: ____________________
   f. Crafting agreement or service contract with vendors: ________________
   g. Training library staff for serving disabled patrons using newly purchased assistive technologies:
   h. Designing library policies for disabled patrons when using assistive technologies:
   i. Deploying assistive technologies in the library: ___________
   j. Operating/maintaining assistive technologies: _____________
   k. Providing access to disabled patrons: ______________
   l. Helping patrons use assistive technologies: _________________
m. Helping patron benefit from assistive technologies: ________________

n. Other: ________
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